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Introduction: Eating Kudzu as Cultural Consumption 
 Of the jars I keep like soldiers in the 
cupboard to hold flowers and leftovers, one 
sticks out for its oblong shape and not-yet-
faded label. It is a clear jar stamped with the 
words MAKE MINE MISSISSIPPI on the lid, 
and features a nearly-obligatory magnolia 
blossom, Mississippi’s state flower and a 
ubiquitous southern symbol.  The jar’s 
cylindrical body is belted with a stained blue-
green label. Originally, the jar was filled with 
gooey, yellowish, grape-scented kudzu jelly 
when I purchased it from Pontotoc Ridge 
Homemade Preserves at a 2014 farmer’s market in Oxford, Mississippi. In tiny print, the label 
notes, “kudzu bloom jelly is made from the bloom of the kudzu plant.”  Further contextualizing 
the jelly in history, culture, and place, the text continues:  
The Soil Conservation Service promoted kudzu for erosion control in the 1930’s. The 
common names for kudzu include mile-a-minute vine, foot-a-nite vine, and the vine that 
ate the South. The blooms have a sweet smell and look like a cluster of grapes. Chinese 
people use kudzu in herbal medicines, but southerners must close their windows at night 
to keep the kudzu out. 
Figure 1 Pontotoc Ridge Homemade Preserves, Jar 
label, Pontotoc, MS, 2014. Original in author's 
possession. 
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That isn’t to mention the pastoral illustration of a church and a sign boldly stating “GOD BLESS 
YOU.” The jar’s label reveals a divide between how the Chinese and southerners use kudzu. It 
identifies that the Chinese 
use kudzu for herbal 
medicine while kudzu’s 
southern iteration is a 
nuisance forces closed 
windows. Such a 
distinction speaks not 
only to kudzu’s varied 
functions, but also to 
kudzu’s cultural standing 
in the South. 
Furthermore, the lid’s 
label declaring the jelly a  
“Product Registered” 
through the Mississippi 
Department of Agriculture and Commerce validates kudzu as a foodstuff. Certification from the 
state government indicates there is more than one zany person picking kudzu blossoms and using 
them in jelly and other food products. Such institutional affirmation enhances kudzu’s regional 
meaning as a Mississippi product. 
 The reference to windows covered in kudzu is both a real sight and one conjured through 
the writing of “Deliverance” author James Dickey’s “Kudzu” poem. The poem includes a motif 
Figure 2 Pontotoc Ridge Homemade Preserves, Jar label, Pontotoc, MS 2014. Original 
in author's possession. 
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to the window mentioned in the jar’s label, saying “In Georgia, the legend says/That you must 
close your windows/At night to keep [kudzu] out of the house/The glass is tinged with green, 
even so.”1 As a repeatedly quoted poem in kudzu scholarship and literature, the legend of closing 
windows to keep kudzu out seems to have spread from the poem’s lines. Interpretations of 
Dickey’s words are one of the main ways kudzu pops up in mainstream southern cultures.2 
Towards the end of the poem, one is able to open the windows after kudzu has been eradicated. 
There is a boundary drawn between the kudzu outside the house and the sanctity of indoor spaces 
from the green monster, but when we discuss kudzu in terms of foodways, we talk about an 
iteration of kudzu that has made its way into the kitchen, defying the fear Dickey perpetuates 
about kudzu and using it was a method for interpreting 
Kudzu (Pueraria lobata v. montana) is a leguminous vine. It falls into the fabaceae, or 
pea family, along with edible peas, beans, and landscape plants like wisteria. Kudzu also 
qualifies as an invasive specific in America. It “prevents the growth of young hardwoods and 
kills off other plants...causes damage to powerlines, and even overwhelms homes.”3 It is semi-
woody, meaning that its older growth becomes more solid and twine-like than the green shoots 
marking the plant’s new growth. Ideal conditions mean the vine can grow up to 20 meters (or 65 
feet) per season, and up to 30 cm (1 foot) a day.4  
                                                
1 James Dickey, "Kudzu," Genius, accessed April 24, 2016, http://genius.com/James-dickey-
kudzu-annotated.  
2 Dickey’s poem is reflexively referenced, from Carole Marsh’s Kudzu Cookbook to USDA 
agent Richard Blaustein’s coverage of kudzu. “Kudzu” is useful for its suggestion of fear, which 
relates to a false memory of kudzu and of class. It also translates use of kudzu into broad 
references to southern culture.  
3 Richard J. Blaustein, “Kudzu’s invasion into Southern United states life and culture,” In: 
McNeeley, J. A. ed. The Great Reshuffling: Human Dimensions of Invasive Species, IUCN, 
Gland, Switzerland and Cambridge, UK, The World Conservation Union: 2001, 55. 
4 Blaustein, “Kudzu’s invasion into Southern United states life and culture,” 57. 
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Being a leguminous vine means that the plant fixes nitrogen, which is the nutrient 
responsible for plant growth. Nitrogen fixation makes nitrogen available for other plants to use, 
making kudzu a natural fertilizer, per se. The leaves are trifoliolate, meaning that there is a trio at 
the end of a main stem, and the leaves have lobes that give each leaf three points. The leaves’ 
texture is fuzzy--like a sharper version of peach fuzz. Racemes of dark purple flowers similar in 
appearance to spring’s wisteria hang beneath the leaves in the fall and emit a grape-like scent. 
Following blooming, the vine produces brown pea pods that look like extended snow peas. 
Kudzu is not so culturally influential or with such intense growing habit outside the 
South, but does have roots outside the region. In midwestern states, kudzu’s expansion 
northward has made states afraid of kudzu infection, or the “southern curse,” leading to putting 
the vine on noxious weed lists and legislation against planting kudzu or transporting it across 
state lines.5 The temperate variety Pueraria lobata originated in China, Japan, Korea, and 
Taiwan, while the tropical variety Pueraria mirifica is found in Indonesia, Malaysia, Papua New 
Guinea, Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam.6 Thai kudzu, or Pueraria mirifica, grows 
specifically in Thailand and is used as an age-slowing supplement. It was introduced to Puerto 
Rico and South Africa in the same way it was introduced to the US as an ornamental vine, with 
records in Puerto Rico showing its use in 1947 and in South Africa in 1985.7 The Puerto Rican 
variety is a tropical kudzu, or Pueraria phaseoloides. Meanwhile, the vine has been approached 
culturally and politically “to appear as a native, normative part of the South rather than an exotic 
                                                
5 Anna E. Eskridge and Derek H. Alderman, "Alien Invaders, Plant Thugs, and the Southern 
Curse: Framing Kudzu as Environmental Other through Discourses of Fear," Southeastern 
Geographer 50, no. 1 (2010), 121. 
6  Peter Neofotis, "Kudzu (Pueraria Lobata)," Introduced Species Summary Project, November 1, 
2001, accessed April 24, 2016.,http://www.columbia.edu/itc/cerc/danoff-
burg/invasion_bio/inv_spp_summ/Pueraria_montana.html.  
7 Emery A. Telford, Tropical Kudzu in Puerto Rico," Internet Archive, 1947, accessed April 24, 
2016, https://archive.org/details/CAT31289488.  
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invader.”8 The way it grows in the South is prolific enough to warrant its use in literature about 
the South, in business names, and to make reference to a love/hate relationship with the region.  
This thesis addresses southern iterations of kudzu as it is eaten and described. I address 
how kudzu cookbooks embrace the vine’s cultural meaning in survivalist communities. I also 
examine ways kudzu signifies a “southern thing” in its consumption.9 Southern foodways largely 
exclude kudzu. Kudzu’s edible importance lies in this absence, or what many have described as a 
failed venture in its history, as is explicated later. Vine-oriented dishes act as sides framing the 
meal of southern culture, defining the table’s edges. In its exclusion, kudzu cooking is a 
symbolic gesture that has yet to become mainstream. Eating kudzu is exemplary of the foods that 
fall outside the canon of southern cuisine, while maintaining a southern identity as an ingredient 
lying outside southern cuisine’s borders. If we understand kudzu, then, we gain insight into the 
creation of southern identity through food and region. Given the vine’s Asian heritage, kudzu 
reflects the assimilation of a food that is in but not of the South. Southern cuisine has not 
established kudzu as a staple food, but past and current kudzu culinary use signifies a 
consumption of culture. There are two sometimes-overlapping cultures that stand out at the 
reading of the kudzu cookbooks—one a narrow band of regionalist survivalist culture, and the 
other, the over-arching, broader space of “southern culture.” 
Geographical borders like the Mason-Dixon line or what is served in “southern food” do 
not define southern cultures. The one thing to agree upon about defining the South is that the 
region could be defined innumerable times before landing on an all-inclusive representation, if 
                                                
8 Derek H. Alderman, “When an Exotic Becomes Native: Taming, Naming and Kudzu as 
Regional Symbolic Capital,” Southeastern Geographer, 55 (2015) accessed October 23, 2015, 
doi: 10.1353/sgo.2015.0004, 53. 
9 I have placed “southern thing” in quotations as I reference the term’s shifting definition. Here, I 
intend to mean that kudzu has become a southern symbol. Please see the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill student publication Southern Things led by Dr. Bernard L. Herman at 
http://southernthings.web.unc.edu/ for more understandings of “southern things.” 
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one could be found at all. Hence, I settle on the interpretation that there is not one united South; 
rather, there are multiple iterations of the South that vary from Laotian immigrants making in 
Morganton, North Carolina to communities like the League of the South, a contemporary Ku 
Klux Klan.10 This expansive definition allows examination of the southern communities I 
address in this thesis. 
Sociology scholar John Shelton Reed reminds us that “If you care to define the South as a 
poor, rural region with lousy race relations, that South survives only in geographical shreds and 
patches and most southerners don’t live there any more.”11 In this thesis, this is an iteration of the 
South I focus directly on. Intersectionality between an unrepentant, white, blue-collar, rural 
South often referred to as “redneck” and survivalist culture is alive and well in the aesthetic of 
the kudzu cookbooks. They connect well to Ernest Matthew Mickler’s 1986 cookbook White 
Trash Cooking. Foodways scholar John T. Edge compares the unlikely bestselling cookbook to 
the controversial documentary text Let Us Now Praise Famous Men by James Agee and Walker 
Evans hence demonstrating a low-down, “thumb-of-the-nose at the calorie-obsessed” cuisine that 
was “an attempt to capture the pathos of everyday whites.”12 Agee “fretted about the 
‘emasculation of acceptance,’ acknowledging that when an audience brings a work to its bosom, 
it smothers the potential to shock, to change perceptions, to catalyze actions. And so it was with 
                                                
10 See Katy A. Clune. "Home in a New Place: Making Laos in Morganton, North 
Carolina." Southern Cultures 22, no. 1 (2016): 95-112. https://muse.jhu.edu/ (accessed April 24, 
2016); "League of the South." Southern Poverty Law Center. Accessed April 24, 2016. 
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/league-south.  
11 Peter Applebome, "Region Whose Borders Are In Eye of Beholder," New York Times, 
August 3, 1994, accessed April 22, 2016. http://www.nytimes.com/1994/08/03/us/region-whose-
borders-are-in-eye-of-beholder.html.  
12 John T. Edge, "’White Trash Cooking,’ Twenty Years Later," Southern Quarterly 44, no. 2 
(Winter 2007), Academic Search Premier, EBSCOhost (accessed April 24, 2016), 90. 
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White Trash Cooking.13 It is also so with the kudzu cookbooks as they emphasize an iteration of 
the South that cooks with kudzu in hopes that the vine, and the South, will rise again. The kudzu 
cookbooks speak to iterations of the South and reveal them to perpetuate an untrue South in 
today’s terms—the South that Reed refers to as a place where most southerners do not live any 
more.  
Southern culture and southern identity come in varying degrees, and not complicated 
either would not give justice to each phrase’s form outside of stereotypes. It is easy to flatten 
both phrases into stereotypes, but I intend to claim that there are multiple southern identities and 
multiple southern cultures. As I delve into the cookbooks’ attempt to add kudzu to the canon of 
southern cuisine, I cite other foods generally associated with the South like barbecue, collards, 
and cornbread. But the identity presented in the cookbooks is far more complex as kudzu noodles 
are made from kudzu root powder, and are expected to resemble thick rice noodles, an Asian 
tradition. It is entirely feasible for these cultures to fuse borders. As for southern identity, I 
expect to associate southern identity with the notion of region, though the South’s borders are 
just as fluid as its identity.  
As resources, kudzu cookbooks ought to be questioned for their non-academic style that 
lacks citations for the histories they trace, and their scarce citation in other sources. Despite this, 
much can be gleaned about culinary cultures from their pages. As Beth A. Latshaw argues in 
“The Soul of the South: Race, Food, and Identity in the American South”: “Within foodways 
studies, the cultural approach sees food as a significant social construct imbued with symbolic 
meaning. A ‘food culture,’ like a language, is a form of communication and a ‘prime domain for 
                                                
13 John T. Edge, "’White Trash Cooking,’ Twenty Years Later," 92. 
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conveying and encoding meaning.’”14 She continues, “food can reinforce a group’s 
distinctiveness—as in Christians drinking grape juice/wine and consuming bread during 
Communion and Jews consuming matzo during Passover—thereby fortifying the group’s 
symbolic boundaries and marking its uniqueness from outsiders.”15 For southern survivalists, 
eating the vine confirms a deep sense of self-sufficiency.  For other southerners who consume 
the vine, eating kudzu confirms their regional identity. As a subculture of southern foodways, 
kudzu devotees use the vine as a cultural tool marking an affiliation with a southern prepper or 
survivalist movement, as well as a way to distinguish oneself as southern through bodily need for 
sustenance. Interpreting food as a language, studying kudzu foodways exposes a distinctiveness 
created through consumption. Studying kudzu consumption matters to understand the “othering” 
of the South.16 Eating kudzu defines people, other foods, and place in the South. Kudzu’s 
alienation translates as a way to differentiate foods and people in the South.  
Knowing kudzu is a botanical outsider assimilated into southern culture illuminates the 
vine’s influence on what it means to be “southern.” Latshaw claims “in a time when what it 
means to be a ‘southerner’ is increasingly ambiguous, and vast industrialization, 
commercialization, and in-migration reshape the southern landscape, the preparation, 
consumption, and celebration of southern food is looked on as a cultural medium one turns to 
when expressing a regional identity today.”17 Kudzu is not native to the South. Heritage is not a 
crucial factor in the creation of kudzu’s southern heritage. With a bit of a leaf, flower, and root,  
                                                
14 Beth A. Latshaw, “The Soul of the South: Race, Food, and Identity in the American South,” in 
The Larder: Food Studies Methods from the American South, ed. John T. Edge et al. (Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 2013), 100.  
15 Ibid.  
16 For an understanding of the South as an other through regional distinctiveness, see Larry J. 
Griffin and Don Harrison Doyle, The South as an American Problem, (Athens: University of 
Georgia Press, 1995). 
17 Latshaw, “The Soul of the South,” 102. 
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kudzu has become the most iconic plant of the southern landscape. I argue that kudzu culturally 
distinguishes the South in a time of globalization, and from a critical reading of kudzu 
cookbooks, we can observe the reifying of its southern distinctiveness.  
   
One scholar, geographer Derek H. Alderman, has taken the lead in kudzu studies. He has 
written and researched extensively on the use of kudzu as “regional symbolic capital,”18 
particularly in the case of business-naming etiquette, the plant’s entwined discourses of fear that 
attempt to separate it as an “other,” and on “kudzu king” Channing Cope’s perpetuation of the 
miracle vine. 19 His writing on kudzu’s cultural role in the South greatly informs my writing. 
Perhaps it is appropriate to call him the kudzu prince for his continued address of kudzu as a way 
to understand the South. 
Alderman’s geographical perspective allows him to investigate kudzu’s impact in a 
quantitative manner featuring his cultural surveys. But he does not provide an intensive cultural 
discourse that could be considered qualitative, which my focus on foodways makes possible. My 
approach falls in line with the study of southern foodways. Marcie Cohen Ferris, author of the 
quintessential book on southern food, The Edible South, claims “food is increasingly recognized 
as an important tool of analysis in southern cultural and economic history as well as in the social 
sciences.”20 Studying foodways allows investigation into foods, like kudzu, as a way to delve 
deeper into southern cultures, history, and social interaction. I define foodways as per The 
                                                
18 Derek H. Alderman, “When an Exotic Becomes Native: Taming, Naming and Kudzu as 
Regional Symbolic Capital,” 36. 
19 Eskridge and Alderman, "Alien Invaders, Plant Thugs, and the Southern Curse,”110-129; 
Alderman, Derek H.. 2004. “Channing Cope and the Making of a Miracle Vine”. Geographical 
Review 94 (2). (American Geographical Society, Wiley): 157–77. 
20 Marcie Ferris, The Edible South: the Power of Food and the Making of an American Region 
(Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2014), 2. 
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Larder: Food Studies Methods from the American South, which calls foodways the study of 
“why we eat, what we eat, and what it means.”21 This definition expands to understanding how 
we eat and prepare food; who harvested and cooked our food; who is welcome at a table and who 
is not; and critically for the purposes of this paper, “what we do not eat.”22 Kudzu fits into 
foodways almost as a taboo or anti-food---something not eaten.  
As per the four kudzu cookbooks I use as primary sources, kudzu consumption is used to 
show aesthetic. Of survivalist culture, this aesthetic is reminiscent of “Lost Cause” ideas and of 
do-it-yourself politics. Simultaneously and at times overlapping is an aesthetic relating kudzu 
cuisine to generalized “southern” cuisine.  
Reading “aesthetics” as a way to understand a performance of culture simultaneously 
through beauty and ugliness provides a way to examine representations of kudzu, which have 
blurred edges and overlaps. The word “aesthetics” itself is a difficult-to-define term, but I 
approach it as the balance and proportion of being in the world. It is the way that a person, or in 
this case, written cookbooks, uses what they find attractive and repellant to create a performance 
of culture and politics.23 This definition allows the kudzu cookbooks to be connected to other 
survivalist aesthetics, and references of their publications’ style to other publications like Mother 
Earth News, Whole Earth Catalogue and the aforementioned White Trash Cooking.  
                                                
21 Elizabeth Engelhardt, “introduction to The Larder: Food Studies Methods from the American 
South, ed. John T. Edge et al. (University of Georgia Press: Athens, GA: 2013), 1.  
22 Ibid. 
23 Jacques Ranciere in The Politics of Aesthetics  : the Distribution of the Sensible, (London, New 
York, Continuum 2004), elaborates on the theoretical function of performing aesthetics as 
politics, which I see as the most relevant reading for this thesis. Other scholars, like David 
Hume, have analyzed the role of beauty and taste in aesthetics. For Hume’s take, see David 
Hume, Of the Standard of Taste  : and Other Essays, (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965). 
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As built architecture reflects culture, so do the kudzu cookbooks as they interact with the 
cultures in their pages. “Architects rationalize their actions differently. One will say he designs 
and builds as he does because that is the way of his people, and to do otherwise would be wrong. 
Another will argue that his professional practice correctly manifests scientific and universal laws 
or architecture. Both create entirely from within the smallness of their own experience.”24 The 
builders of our structures, like the writers of the cookbooks, craft with their culture in mind. This 
pushes into phenomenological aesthetics where the performed culture includes subjectivity.  
The underbelly of aesthetics as performed in the kudzu cookbooks is a connoisseurship of 
kudzu. The depth of knowledges and opinions on the vine as exemplified through the cookbooks 
is emblematic of cultural knowledge discharged to the page. There is a sense of cultural 
omnivorousness that accompanies our eating habits when they span beyond our origins--we gain 
an insight into another culture through its cuisine.  
The four cookbooks I use as primary resources for this paper are nearly the only kudzu-
specific cookbooks in existence. Their publication dates range from the mid-1980s to the late 
1990s, and show varying uses of kudzu that converge on survivalism and southern culture. The 
Book of Kudzu: A Culinary & Healing Guide (1985) by William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, 
emphasizes the use of kudzu powder.25 The powder is created from the rhizomatous root of the 
kudzu vine, and the book focuses on Chinese uses of the powder without so much incorporation 
of typical southern foods.26 The authors also published The Book of Miso and The Book of Tofu.27 
Children’s book author Carole Marsh wrote The Kudzu Cookbook: Cooking Up a Storm with that 
                                                
24  Gregory Hansen, "An Interview with Henry Glassie," Folklore Forum 31(2), 2000,) 9-10. 
25 William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, The Book of Kudzu: A Culinary & Healing Guide, 
(Wayne, N.J.,: Avery Pub. Group, 1985).  
26 Ibid.  
27 Shurtleff and Aoyagi, The Book of Kudzu, 104. 
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Wild & Crazy Vine that Grows in Miles-Per-Hour! in 1995.28 Marsh’s kudzu recipes are 
interspersed with recipes that do not include the vine and incorporate kudzu into a larger meal 
rather than a solitary green dish.29 This could be barbecue served on a bed of kudzu leaves or 
kudzu ‘greens,’ instead of collard greens. Diane Hoots collaborated with Juanitta Baldwin to 
publish Kudzu, The Vine to Love or Hate in 1996.30 This text focuses on a wide range of uses for 
kudzu, with an elaborate creation narrative and instructions for the vine in two artistic realms: 
crafts and cuisine.31 The most recent is Juanitta Baldwin’s Kudzu Cuisine: Festive Cookery to 
Delight the Adventurous and Intrigue the Skeptics published in 2000. 32 This book attempts to 
entice people to use kudzu, with specific pointers on kudzu use, if the apocalypse should ensue.33  
Besides their kudzu connection, there are two ways the cookbooks are collectively linked. 
Three of the four (The Book of Kudzu by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, Kudzu: The Vine to Love or Hate 
by Hoots and Baldwin, and The Kudzu Cookbook by Marsh) include a history of kudzu, along 
with recipes. In a different overlapping camp, three of four engage with dialogue about southern 
food (Kudzu, The Vine to Love or Hate by Hoots and Baldwin, The Kudzu Cookbook by Marsh, 
and Kudzu Cuisine by Juanitta Baldwin). I address the books presenting histories in this paper’s 
first chapter while I wrestle with the latter three engaging in southern foodways in the third. 
Other commonalities among these books include their merry exchange of k’s for c’s, particularly 
with the phrase “kudzu kuntry,” and lack of academic citation styles. All mention of James 
                                                
28 Carole Marsh, The Kudzu Cookbook: Cooking Up a Storm with That Wild & Crazy Vine That 
Grows in Miles-per-hour (Decatur, Ga.: Podunk Pub., 1992). 
29 Ibid. 
30 Diane Hoots and Juanitta Baldwin, Kudzu, the Vine to Love or Hate, (Kodak, Tenn.: Suntop 
Press, 1996). 
31 Ibid.  
32 Juanitta Baldwin, Kudzu Cuisine: Festive Cookery to Delight the Adventurous and Intrigue the 
Skeptics (Kodak, TN: Suntop Press, 2000).  
33 Ibid. 
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Dickey’s poem “Kudzu” and often use his poetry to share their fever for kudzu as a southern 
cultural symbol. 
The four books represent the core of kudzu-eating instructions in print. I acknowledge the 
Internet provides more recipes, but these published cookbooks represent the first flurry of kudzu 
consumption, and hence I have chosen to focus on them. I see the use of kudzu culinarily as 
perpetuated on the Web in blogs and cooking websites as a secondary burst of kudzu-focused 
food activity. For the purpose of analysis, it is useful to examine the cookbooks as kudzu-
cooking “nuggets” before diving into the trove of web resources.  
Each cookbook is a capsule of perspectives on eating kudzu. Published before the rise of 
the Web, these cookbooks were an initial instruction for eating the “miracle vine.”34 Later web-
based publications range greatly and placing them within a canon of kudzu fare exceeds my 
scope. This thesis serves to kick start future research on kudzu cuisine and starts with the first 
publications on consuming kudzu. I have made one exception by including Fullsteam Brewery’s 
kudzu beer as a contemporary example of kudzu signifying within southern culture.  
As of yet, kudzu has been rarely incorporated on gourmet menus, despite some 
attempts.35 It is not remembered for its culinary use when other foods that are common and 
cheaper to produce are readily available. Honeysuckle is another plant that is being incorporated 
into southern cuisine from origins similar to kudzu: it is an Asian native brought to the U.S. in 
                                                
34 Hoots and Baldwin, Kudzu, 9.  
35 Notable chef Christopher Kostow, head chef of The Restaurant at Meadowood in Helena, CA 
has been publicized for dishes where he uses kudzu powder as a thickener. See Maria Nguyen, 
“Deconstructing the Plate with Christopher Kostow,” September 17th, 2014 at 
http://theartofplating.com/film/deconstructing-the-plate-with-christopher-kostow/ or John T. 
Edge, “The State of the Broth” published in the Oxford American, Marsh 12, 2014 at 
http://www.oxfordamerican.org/magazine/item/143-the-state-of-the-broth. Edge’s piece tells of 
Kostow’s sturgeon fillets wrapped in collard greens and served with samp grits, diced ham 
hocks, and kudzu powder-thickened potlikker.  
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1806 for wildlife fodder, ornamental beauty, and ability to stop soil erosion.36 This particularly 
vine, like the kudzu vine, has cultural standing in acclaimed restaurants and cultural arts 
reflecting on its growth in the South and in southern culture.37 Honeysuckle pioneer Bill Smith of 
Chapel Hill’s southern restaurant Crook’s Corner with a springtime honeysuckle sorbet. 38 
Mississippi’s Cathead Vodka offers Honeysuckle Vodka, whose label reflects on honeysuckle-
harvesting nostalgia with “our process is simple, just like our memories of pulling honeysuckle 
off the vine.” Kudzu has yet to make the culinary strides of honeysuckle or other foreign plants 
absorbed into southern culture, but could have the potential should the labor for production—or 
an apocalypse—come to pass.  
Harvesting kudzu complicates consumption given the difficulty harvesting the plant. Leaf 
harvesting involves mucking around in a possibly snake-infested kudzu patch, harvesting 
blossoms means one has to get low to the ground to see and snip the purple tresses from beneath 
the leaves, and producing a root for kudzu powder requires digging up the taproot, a task that 
could easily call for a backhoe. No sole reason explains kudzu’s disuse, but it could also be said 
that kudzu is thought of as part of a geographical landscape, not a table’s landscape. Kudzu’s 
culinary potential remains in limbo. The most likely reason for slim use in kudzu is its economic 
inviability, as I later explicate in the case of contemporary beer use. 
This paper proceeds as such: first, I explicate the history of kudzu in a historiography. 
The cookbooks pinpoint different highlights of kudzu’s history, and the way kudzu is edibly 
                                                
36 "Cathead Honeysuckle," Cathead Vodka, http://catheadvodka.com/products-2/cathead-
honeysuckle/.  
37 Scott Geier, "A Lesson in Honeysuckle," Southern Things 4 (Fall 2015), Accessed March 6, 
2016, http://southernthings.web.unc.edu/honeysuckle/.  
38 Andrea Weigl, "Chef Bill Smith's Honeysuckle Sorbet Has a Cult Following., News and 
Observer., June 2, 2015. http://www.newsobserver.com/living/food-drink/article22866966.html.  
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remembered reflects its cultural use. Second, I examine the consumption of a survivalist culture 
and aesthetic presented in the cookbooks. Third, I discuss the cookbooks’ demonstration of a 
southern identity through eating kudzu as well as the dishes contextualizing its consumption. 
This section simultaneously asks “what is southern identity,” and “how does eating kudzu create 
borders in southern foodways?” To conclude, I scrutinize the future of kudzu and heritage in 
light of recent scholarship claiming that the vine did not truly eat the South. 
  
Hayes 19 
 
 
Chapter 1: Botany of Unintended Consequence: Kudzu Narratives as Remembrance and 
Forgetting 
If one has only heard kudzu called “kudzu,” one has not heard the different takes on the 
vine that are reflected in its silly or sometimes crude nicknames. Hoots and Baldwin’s Kudzu, 
The Vine to Love or Hate, pulls nearly all of kudzu’s nicknames into one chunk of text:  
front porch vine, savior of southern soil; cuss you vine; mile-a-minute vine; that clinging 
vine; drop it and run vine; a miracle plant; eat you alive vine; rambunctious devil; an 
agricultural blessing; mindless, unkillable plant; a pest without equal; green scourge; 
invasive interloper; vegetative bulldozer; botanical nightmare; a curse; kudzu is right up 
there with death and taxes; a monstrosity; basket vine; a vine out of place; typical 
government gift; the vine that ate the South; perfect villain; best hay around; phoenix 
vine; Sodom vine; green gold; a tenacious weed; telephone vine; wonder vine; cosmic 
joke; foot a line vine; green menace; Jack and the Bean Stalk vine; monster vine; godzilla 
vine; a vegetable form of cancer; a vine, but not divine; xxxx xxx xxxxx; xxxxxxxx; xxx 
xxxx xxxxxx - unprintable in this book!39 
Such a slew of names reflects kudzu’s varying reception and the nicknames that came straight 
from the playground as a result. From its use in saving soil from nutrient deficiency and erosion 
to the dismissive “typical government gift,” the way kudzu is remembered defines what name we 
call it. Just as there is not a single narrative dictating the history of kudzu, our nicknames for the 
vine range based on how we choose to remember the “rambunctious devil”. Incorporating 
multiple narratives describing the vine’s history highlights discrepancies. It also reveals 
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intriguing similarities in kudzu’s legacy. The aesthetics of its history link kudzu to survivalist 
and southern intersections. 
I have chosen to incorporate both narratives in describing the vine’s history, hence 
highlighting discrepancies and similarities in kudzu’s legacy. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, in her essay 
“‘You Must Remember This’: Autobiography as Social Critique,” offers insight into narratives 
and histories. She cites Freud, claiming that narratives depend on forgetting as “we must forget 
most of the scenes and sensations that constitute the vast rush of ‘experience’ or overlay them 
with...memories that protect us from fear, anxiety, and pain.”40 Furthermore, “turning memories 
into stories...is also a potent form of forgetting. For every narrative depends on the suppression 
and repression of contrary, disruptive memories -- other people’s memories of the same events, 
as well as the unacceptable ghosts of our own pasts.”41 Hall’s notion of understanding 
remembering as a form of forgetting comes into play with kudzu histories as interrogating them 
complicates the history of kudzu. Seeing how the vine’s histories reflect what is remembered and 
forgotten gives insight to the approach the cookbooks take to use kudzu. 
 Translating to foodways, eating kudzu is about enacting culture. In Foodies by Josee 
Johnson and Shyon Baumann, a foodie is “somebody who thinks about food not just as 
biological sustenance, but also as a key part of their identity, and a kind of lifestyle.”42 There is a 
“narrative of self identity” associated with eating, and in the context of kudzu, eating the vine is 
an expression of knowledge on how to harvest, cook, and eat it.43 Eating is an expression of 
cultural consumption, as is eating kudzu. Adding to Hall’s discourse on memory is what the 
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cookbooks or academic sources remember in order to solidify a cultural identity either survivalist 
or southern. Based on what they have remembered and forgotten about kudzu, the cookbooks 
present a “narrative of self identity” through their histories and recipes.  
The academic narratives, serving as authorities on kudzu’s history, stick to credible, cited 
information without straying too far into the weeds of kudzu’s cultural impact. As geographical 
studies, they trace various patterns related to kudzu, like numbers of streets per state that have 
some variation of kudzu in the name. On the other hand, the kudzu cookbooks mythologize the 
vine. Cookbook authors advocate for a future twisting the vine from agricultural usefulness to 
culinary functionality, a historical tale validating their kudzu-heavy publications.  
The first scholarly account of kudzu’s history was published in the Southeastern 
Geographer in 1973 and was entitled “Rise and Decline of the ‘Miracle Vine’: Kudzu in the 
Southern Landscape.”  Penned by University of South Carolina geographers John Winberry and 
David Jones, the paper traces kudzu’s history from ornamental and agricultural use to its failure. 
They conclude that if a variety of kudzu producing viable seed can be found, the vine could be 
put to use again despite its drawbacks.44 Such a projection still maintains a sense of hope for 
kudzu, contrary to the logical progression to eliminating the plant from agricultural endeavors. 
There is always a “not yet” in regards to using kudzu, however; it has “yet” to make an impact at 
the time of the cookbooks’ writing and still has not made a groundbreaking impact. Embedded in 
this “not yet” is a hope and a will to wait that reminisces lost cause rhetoric. Just as the South is 
projected to rise again, weirdly, kudzu is always expected to rise in the future. 
Winberry and Jones’ scholarship has recently been built upon by next generation kudzu 
scholar Derek H. Alderman, a geographer currently teaching at the University of Tennessee, 
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Knoxville, who has written six published papers on the cultural geography of kudzu.45 The first 
essay, “The Changing South: A Vine for Postmodern Times: an Update on Kudzu at the Close of 
the Twentieth Century,” built on the scholarship of Winberry and Jones as Alderman investigates 
changes in kudzu’s cultural interpretation.46 Writing “Kudzu: A Tale of Two Vines” in 2001 
with Donna G’Segner Alderman, Derek H. Alderman analyzes the vine’s two main perceptions 
as a nuisance and a cultural emblem.47 “Channing Cope and the Making of a Miracle Vine” was 
published by the Geographical Review in 2004, and discusses the figurehead of kudzu’s 
establishment in the South, Georgia gentleman farmer Channing Cope.48 “Alien Invaders, Plant 
Thugs and the Southern Curse: Framing Kudzu as Environmental Other through Discourses of 
Fear,” published in 2010 with Anna E. Eskridge, elaborates on legislation enacted to prevent the 
spread of kudzu, including laws to control carrying the vine across state borders.49 Most recently 
published is “When an Exotic Becomes Native: Taming, Naming and Claiming Kudzu as 
Regional Symbolic Capital” in 2015.50 Alderman investigates the numbers of business that have 
some variation of “kudzu” in their business’ name, and expounds on naming strategies’ ability to 
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culturally distinguish their business as southern.51 Business owners claim that names with 
“kudzu” identify with the South but stand out from the slew of magnolia-, cotton-, and Dixie-
oriented names.  
These scholarly publications are largely southern journals, such as the University of 
North Carolina Press’ Southern Cultures and Southeastern Geographer.  “Channing Cope and 
the Making of A Miracle Vine”  was published by the American Geographical Society.52 
Scholarly interest in the history of kudzu overlaps with the cookbooks’ publication, as both range 
from the 1980s to the early 2000s. It is not possible to pinpoint why there was a rising interest in 
kudzu at the time, but the publication of academic and cooking works on kudzu do indicate a rise 
in exploring the vine’s alternate uses starting in the late 20th century. Perhaps the growth of the 
environmental or back-to-nature movement found kudzu useful, or the tail end of counterculture 
politics in southern scholarship and popular culture made space for kudzu to be closely 
addressed—there is no definitive answer. The cookbooks are published by independent presses 
or are self-published, like Suntop Press which belongs to Juanitta Baldwin and is responsible for 
publishing Kudzu: The Vine to Love or Hate as well as Kudzu Cuisine.53 The Kudzu Cookbook 
by Marsh is published by Podunk Publishing, which is a sector of Gallopade Publishing Group, 
which was founded by Carole Marsh.54 The most in-sync with a publishing house is The Book of 
Kudzu by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, which was published by Autumn Press, Inc. but distributed by 
the prominent Random House, Inc.55 Because they are not published through a larger publishing 
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machine, the cookbooks are not well-circulated and hence hindering their critical evaluation. 
They are not peer reviewed, and there is no efficient method to trace their claims.   
While there is no explicit explanation for rising interest in kudzu during the late 20th and 
early 21st century, it could be attributed to a rise in publications oriented to the South with 
Southeastern Geographer beginning to publish in 1961 and Southern Cultures beginning in 
1993.56 Kudzu was declared a weed in the early 1970s, possibly prompting Winberry and Jones 
to write the first history on the vine.57 As for the cookbooks, their publication may be associated 
with the rise of a survivalist or “prepper” mentality and a back-to-nature push for using locally 
sourced, foraged foods in an aesthetic found in publications like Mother Earth News and Whole 
Earth Catalog, which I elaborate on later.  
 In the poetic words of Shurtleff and Aoyagi’s The Book of Kudzu, kudzu is an ancient 
genie that delights in the endless, shape-shifting play of transformation -- it is at times a 
prankster, at times a selfless servant.”58 Winberry elaborates on its botanical attributes, defining 
kudzu as an east Asian leguminous vine finding ideal growing conditions in the American South. 
Furthermore, propagation of the vine is necessary for new plants to grow as seed pods in the 
United States are rarely viable, and when kudzu was first planted seeds were sent from Asia then 
intensively propagated in the United States.59 A crown must be planted for kudzu to become 
established. Once established, the plant’s nodes bolster new tendrils accompanied by a deep 
taproot extending three to six feet below the soil surface.  According to Kudzu: The Vine to Love 
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or Hate, roots have been found 20 feet deep and weighing between 400-500 lbs.60 Leaves are 
trifoliolate and at full size compare to the size of an adult hand. The vine grows prolifically 
through spring and summer, leading to its nickname “foot-a-night vine.”61 Racemes of purple 
grape-scented flowers lurk beneath green foliage in the late summer or fall, and later turn into 
seed pods.62 After a full frost, the plant’s leaves turn brown as it goes dormant until the next 
spring, when it rises again. 
Kudzu’s introduction to the United States began in Philadelphia at the 1876 Centennial 
Exposition from its native China and Japan. It was also displayed at the New Orleans Exposition 
of 1883-1884, and was chosen by gardeners as a clever ornamental.63 Once established, it was 
the ideal gardener’s plant -- fast growth allowed for it to cover a fence separating neighbors or an 
arbor, and was successful in dead spots where no other plants flourished. Winberry notes that it 
was popular for “its decorative, dense foliage which provided considerable shade and also 
created what gardeners perceived as a desirable tropical effect.64 In the words of Carole Marsh in 
the Kudzu Cookbook, the shady space kudzu created “protected shelter from swelter” through 
sun-drenched summers.65 Kudzu was coveted for its celerity -- the same celerity enabling the 
plant to cover the South. Remembering kudzu for its ornamental usefulness recalls the plant’s 
beauty and ease of use over its overwhelming invasive tendencies, making a molehill out of a 
mountain of green foliage.  
Marsh’s Kudzu Cookbook adds to its title “Cooking Up a Storm with the Vine that Grows 
in Miles-Per-Hour!” implying the vine’s prolific growth with a shock factor. On the other hand, 
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academic writers Winberry and Jones, in a parenthetical statement describing the vine’s growth, 
say “they supposedly can grow twelve inches a day under ideal conditions!,” suggesting that the 
rapid growth of the vine is not proven, and that growing conditions limit the speed of kudzu’s 
growth. Marsh sensationalizes kudzu’s growth, when in reality it only grows a foot per day in 
ideal growing conditions. A plant that can grow so quickly easily morphs into a monster, 
swallowing trees and trucks in a creeping, faceless manner. Simultaneously, kudzu is seen as an 
incredible plant for its growth. Winberry and Jones’ qualifiers confine the potential for fictitious 
legend that kudzu could expand its tendrils a foot in a day. Indeed, the way kudzu is remembered 
is crucial for its later interpretation. 
  
Miracle Vine 
The Depression era saw kudzu’s rise in cultural prominence when it became a hope for 
the southern farmer, whose fields were battered from continual use, particularly from soil-
depleting crops like cotton and tobacco. Kudzu was introduced a nitrogen-replacing cover crop.  
The plant’s underground nodules host bacteria-bringing-nitrogen from air to soil. Marsh’s Kudzu 
Cookbook calls kudzu a “natural fertilizer,” which is accurate for how kudzu aided soil fertility.66  
Quoted in The Book of Kudzu head of the SCS Hugh H. Bennet praised kudzu: “What, short of a 
miracle, can you call this plant? Kudzu has forced our Service to revise our appraisal of a lot of 
severely eroded land as having been ruined for further agricultural use. And it is not only a good 
crop for gouged-out land; it is a splendid crop for the good land too.”67 Remembering kudzu as a 
savior for southern soil puts the vine at the pinnacle of plants to bring back into some use, and 
preludes incentives to recruit kudzu planters.   
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Planting kudzu root crowns elevated the standing of the plant in the southern landscape as 
widespread plantings were encouraged throughout the South. The Soil Conservation Service 
(SCS), founded in 1935, grew a hundred million kudzu seedlings between 1935 and 1942, and 
planted a more than 500,000 acres of kudzu by 1946.68 As Shurtleff and Aoyagi’s The Book of 
Kudzu relates, “to encourage farmers to plant [kudzu] as a conservation measure, the government 
offered assistance payments running as high as $8.00 an acre… thousands of workers from the 
Civilian Conservation Corps were employed to plant kudzu along highways and by-ways, in 
every gulley and gorge.”69 Hesitation to adopt kudzu fell to the wayside as farmers were offered 
assistance payments ranging from six to eight dollars an acre for planting kudzu.70 Alderman 
explicitly calls this monetary incentive a method “to overcome lingering suspicion” about 
planting kudzu.71 In an eroding landscape, it was also a necessity to hold soil together, and 
literally keep southern agriculture in one piece. It is no wonder that the prolific vine is a classic 
site on most southern road trips, and no small feat that caused it to be planted so expansively. 
The monetary incentive to plant kudzu was crucial for the vine’s establishment, and in both 
sources noting that the incentive was enough to get kudzu crowns in the ground indicates the 
impact of economics on kudzu’s overgrowth.  
         Others doubted kudzu being “green gold,” the most notable being David Fairchild, who 
served as a botanical researcher for the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Bureau of Plant 
Industry. Winberry and Jones’ essay is the only document not to mention Cope or Fairchild by 
name. More so, Winberry and Jones mention unnamed “S.C.S. technicians” who were not 
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“convinced of kudzu’s value.”72 Their account accentuates discontent within the SCS about 
planting the future creeper than Fairchild’s dissent, which is more prominently voiced in the 
kudzu cookbooks. Carole Marsh claims in The Kudzu Cookbook that Fairchild planted kudzu 
around his Washington D.C. home, which was rapidly overtaken by the legume. She finishes the 
anecdote with “In 1938, he issued warnings to others. But it was too late!”73 In this section, 
Marsh makes Fairchild’s story as one of activism against kudzu that ends with kudzu taking over 
the South. Yet Marsh later contradicts herself, praising Fairchild as he later worked as “plant 
explorer for the U.S. Department of Agriculture (no kidding; served him right, didn’t it?!)” 
where he “saw the possibility of using kudzu as the Japanese did: as livestock pasturage, hay and 
fodder.”74 He inspired kudzu plantings and as kudzu seeds became available through mail order, 
“the wild weed came to wreak havoc along our Interstate Highway System!”75  She attributes a 
change in heart to Fairchild, and criticizes how he later encouraged kudzu plantings despite his 
reputation to “drop the vine and run.” Marsh blames Fairchild specifically for spreading kudzu, 
and disregards Cope in her documentation of kudzu history. Playing the blame game when it 
comes to kudzu is unproductive as so many people had a hand in its spread, but it is interesting 
how Fairchild is remembered as a whistleblower unheard, and in Marsh’s portrayal, a 
whistleblower who later sided with the vine. Kudzu: The Vine to Love or Hate by Hoots and 
Baldwin mentions Fairchild’s kudzu-guinea pig experiment, saying his concerns were not given 
“credence or publicity,” and that this explains why his concerns weren’t published until 1938.76 
Kudzu was used both for erosion control and for pasturage. Farmers allowed their 
livestock to feed on the plant, and it provided a steady supply of green ruminate for their 
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stomachs. It also made for long-lasting, tasty hay. Georgian Channing Cope, remembered as the 
“father of kudzu” by geographer Alderman, advocated for kudzu in his Atlanta Constitution 
column, on his daily Atlanta radio program., and in founding the Kudzu Club of America in the 
1940s.77 He later published his book, Front Porch Farmer, which touted using kudzu to reduce 
soil erosion and labor in agriculture.78 Alderman offers positive vibes about Cope, and 
remembers him as the main advocate for bringing kudzu to the South.  
According to the cookbooks, Alderman may have forgotten something in his telling of 
the kudzu story. In Hoots and Baldwin’s Kudzu: The Vine to Love or Hate, Cope is introduced as 
someone either trying to “capitalize on kudzu” as a true supporter of the vine, “or a shrewd 
opportunist,” and implies the latter. They argue that Cope failed to give Pleas credit as a kudzu 
pioneer, and make note that he “had a wide reputation for lacing his coffee with bourbon,” and 
that there was “a direct ratio between the amount of bourbon consumed and the ardor of his zeal 
that day for kudzu.”79 Hoots and Baldwin dismiss Cope’s importance in kudzu’s history because 
of his alcoholism. Referencing Cope makes his contribution to kudzu’s southern use a crucial 
part of the story as he steals the Pleas thunder, but an approach taken that denounces Cope’s 
impact because of his beverage choice is an unfocused, misguided history.  
Cope successfully used kudzu to transform his own farm from a barren wasteland to a 
productive field. His pitch for kudzu was based on its labor-saving properties. He argued that one 
could plant it, establish the vine, and then sit on one’s front porch and watch your cattle 
peacefully graze. The Book of Kudzu describe Cope’s campaign as “a carnival of hype and 
hucksterism,”80 despite Alderman’s portrayal of Channing Cope as the saving grace for kudzu.   
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A contrasting image is found in Kudzu: The Vine to Love or Hate. Hoots and Baldwin emphasize 
Charles and Lillie Pleas family in Florida, and degrade Cope’s reputation – still for his drinking 
habits. The Pleas preceded Cope in kudzu “bonding,” and managed to use the vine as a hay 
source.81 There is a marker remembering them in Chipley, Florida for their commitment to the 
vine, which is recalled in Alderman’s work where he acknowledges the Pleas as the first to 
advocate for kudzu but not the most avid.82 Hoots and Baldwin praise the Pleas for their 
pioneering role saying  “With all of this, Mr. Pleas may still be rewarded for all his efforts and 
dreams for kudzu. Research has found that kudzu lowers the blood pressure in animals. Scientists 
are experimenting to see if it does the same in humans.”83 Choosing to praise Pleas for later 
research contributing to kudzu’s influence does not provide a full history, and creates an 
extended and flawed remembrance. Their story does not do full justice to those who later use 
kudzu, which at some point includes themselves.  
  
Typical Government Gift 
The 1950s marked a turning point for kudzu as scientists and farmers saw its adverse effects. 
Until 1953 kudzu was listed as a recommended cover crop, then was declared a weed in 1970, 
and a noxious weed in 1997 -- prohibiting transport over state lines.84 Shurtleff and Aoyagi’s The 
Book of Kudzu references the 1960s as a time when “kudzu turned on its masters.”85 Personifying 
kudzu this ways removes blame off those who planted kudzu across the South to survive the 
Depression. Writing in 2010, geographer Alderman notes that the USDA declared kudzu a weed 
in the 1970s, and “hence a social problem” as eradicating kudzu would be just as difficult as 
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removing kudzu from southern culture.86 Hoots and Baldwin make kudzu’s environmentally 
dangerous side clear -- according to their chapter on “disillusionment,” they claimed kudzu could 
cause trains to slip on foliage-covered tracks, patches became hiding places for snakes, and the 
vine was overtook farmland needed for agriculture.87 The failing of kudzu as it began to creep up 
on southerners in the late twentieth century is reflective of an environmental and social failure as 
the vine went beyond its bounds in the environment and did not live up to its nickname, “the 
miracle vine.” 
As portrayed by the kudzu cookbooks, kudzu’s history as a failure is framed through 
recipes. In the final pages of The Book of Kudzu, Shurtleff and Aoyagi note ways that “the 
negative image of kudzu” in American could be improved.88 They point out three issues: that the 
same price for kudzu root must be the same in America as Japan; that livestock farmers should 
use kudzu as livestock fodder instead of corn, soybeans, oats and wheat as these crops could be 
used to feed the world instead; that modern society ought to consider traditional organic 
agriculture as agrichemicals present ecological danger.89 In considering the history and future of 
kudzu, we see instruction for how the vine will rise again with the South, which also requires 
looking back to older – and perhaps antiquated -- hopes for the vine. 
In this chapter, I have expanded our understanding of kudzu’s history as I evaluated the 
narratives presented by academic and non-academic sources. Each forgets and remembers 
dissimilar bits of kudzu’s narrative and in the cases of the cookbooks, constructs a backdrop to 
situate the kudzu recipes. Kudzu has also, through its history, been described in terms reflective 
of lost cause rhetoric.  
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The Book of Kudzu also points out that “as kudzu overleaped its bounds and started 
marching through Dixie, some people began to panic… on the one hundredth anniversary of 
kudzu in America, newspaper headlines boldly announced: ‘The South is fighting another 
war...and losing once again.’”90 Claiming that the South is fighting a war with kudzu paralleled 
to the Civil War compares the two southern symbols, and acknowledges kudzu as a “lost cause.”  
Cooking with kudzu in the South has so far been a novelty venture. Like the white 
South’s “Lost Cause,” kudzu became the South’s green lost cause. Multiple attempts to integrate 
kudzu into agriculture and foodways failed, whether it was erosion control gone wild, cattle feed 
running unbridled, or as a useful plants for culinary decadence because of its supposed 
abundance. Kudzu’s failure is framed and reflective of a “lost cause” ideology that has 
previously been connected to a post-Civil War South. In his critical text Ghosts of the 
Confederacy: Defeat, the Lost Cause, and the Emergence of the New South, 1865 to 1913, 
Gaines Foster examines the post-Civil War sense of loss and the resulting Confederate 
monuments and emblem of memory incorporated both concretely and immaterially into southern 
communities.91 Relating back to kudzu, the vine was first used as the hope for an eroded South in 
need of nitrogen-fixing bacteria the legume could provide. With any luck, kudzu would revitalize 
and stabilize southern soil. Using kudzu today perpetuates that memory of kudzu as a form of 
hope - the “miracle vine,” per se. Cooking with kudzu is an attempt to resurrect this hope for the 
vine to still benefit the South. It focuses on a plant that would be difficult to transport outside of 
the South for use (with the exception of kudzu powder), giving the vine a distinctly southern 
flavor. In the terms of survivalist culture, kudzu is the vine that will save the South come 
apocalypse, leaving southerners to be the ones to start the new world order.  
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Looking forward, if kudzu failed in agriculture, how has it been used since? The 
following chapter answers this question demonstrating the rise of a survivalist use for kudzu, 
arguing that one cultural iteration of culinary kudzu comes with a side of nuclear disaster and a 
sense of southern independence endangering the culinary future of kudzu.  
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Chapter 2: “An alternative to starvation”: Kudzu and survivalist culture 
Kudzu comes to the South’s rescue, from saving soil to saving the human race come the 
end of the world as we know it, with a side of crunchy cockroaches. Beneath a do-it-yourself and 
self-reliant strategy of eating kudzu reveals undertones survivalist or prepper aesthetics.92 
Featuring prepper aesthetic smeans that the cookbooks have a central theme of self-reliance and 
a do-it-yourself attitude about eating the vine that ate the South. Kudzu offers an opportunity to 
express this identity as the vine can be consumed as a green, as a thickening powder through the 
root, and the grape-scented purple blooms.  
Baldwin claims Kudzu Cuisine’s purpose “is to add variety to the good times we now 
enjoy. We have the option of exploring kudzu as a food, and are not driven to it as an alternative 
to starvation.”93 This reasoning for kudzu points directly to its culinary use in the South’s time of 
need, and the benefit of learning to use it now or hope that your cookbook makes it to the ‘final 
days.’ This not only offers a hint of lost cause rhetoric, but also emphasizes using a previous lost 
cause to prepare for a future end. Kudzu’s taproots support the plant from far enough 
underground to be unharmed in a natural disaster or nuclear explosion, making it an ideal food 
source in the places it grows best, like the American South. This makes survivalist kudzu 
exclusionary for those outside the South, as it will be the plant to survive and should southerners 
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know how to live off the vine, they supposedly will be the ones to make it through the 
apocalypse should winter never come.  
That said, when Baldwin’s Kudzu Cuisine instructs for entering the kudzu patch, she 
notes, “I have also encountered bees without incident, except the day I went into the kudzu patch 
wearing Giorgio! They gave me a buzzing, but I escaped without a sting and an indelible 
memory that perfume attracts bees.”94 Using kudzu as a survivalist food has its faults, 
specifically that one will not be able to harvest survival food if one cannot get the scent de la 
Giorgio off one’s skin. Baldwin’s priorities demonstrate a learning experience accompanying her 
attempt to DIY, and detracts from the notion of survivalism her cookbook purports. Often, kudzu 
prepping appears illogical in practice, and highlighting such inconsistencies demonstrates a 
culinary use of kudzu that does not translate to everyday use.  
 I argue that these cookbooks offer a survivalist or prepper aesthetic on using kudzu - they 
prescribe use of kudzu for the coming, inevitable downfall of civilization as we know it. These 
cookbooks exude prepper rhetoric through activities like foraging, DIY, and homesteading. 
Culinary kudzu use entwines with a survivalist enterprise made evident through the directives of 
kudzu cookbooks. Language used in the cookbooks perpetuates an anxiety about a future societal 
collapse, and offers instruction on preparing and eating kudzu, which even geographers 
Winberry and Jones mention as a “famine food.”95 From here, I discuss kudzu recipes and 
references in the kudzu cookbooks reflecting goals of survivalist history from digging up kudzu 
roots to knowing what to wear into the kudzu patch. Knowledge, in the case of the prepper, is 
truly power, and the kudzu cookbooks offer a method for gaining survival know-how. 
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         It must be noted that the distribution of kudzu in America is essentially limited to the 
South, meaning that in the case of apocalypse southerners would be the last ones standing tall in 
a patch of kudzu, should they take the advice of these cookbooks and learn to use the vine in 
advance of disaster. Indeed, either one’s cookbook or knowledge of cooking kuduz must make it 
through the end of the world as we know it. A sense of southern distinctiveness rises from kudzu 
survivalism, as it can almost only occur in the South, as the distribution map in Figure 4 shows. 
Eating kudzu distinguishes the South because it is the main place in the US where it can be 
harvested and used locally. Kudzu becomes an emblem for a southern brand of survivalism.  
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Figure 3 "Species Profile, Kudzu." Digital image. Invasivore.org. December 9, 2011. 
http://invasivore.org/2011/12/species-profile-kudzu/. 
 
Overview of American Survivalism and Prepper Aesthetic  
Survivalism is a subculture just as expansive and multi-faceted as southern culture. Prepping 
falls into a similarly hard-to-define category. I have chosen to separate the two through the ir 
connototations, with survivalism being of a more radicalized outlook and prepping seen as an 
aesthetic performed at a basic and common level. Their definitions blur and overlap, but 
contemporary sense of each shed light on  
Examining the term survival, it connotes “continued existence and viability through 
trying circumstances” that rose to cultural significance in the 1950s.96 Richard Mitchell’s 
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Dancing at Armageddon  : Survivalism and Chaos in Modern Times claims that survivalism is 
“about troubles that might be coming to America and the people looking forward to them.”97 
Mitchell uses the term survivalist because “participants themselves often” refer to themselves as 
survivalists, and because “one sort of survival, the creative transcendence of calamitous cultural 
change, lies at the root of seemingly diverse events.”98 The aims of survivalists sometimes 
dismiss and detach from contemporary life, and focus on self-reliance.  
  “Prepper” is a more commonly used term to describe groups of people who wanted to 
separate themselves from the radical sound of “survivalist” and enact a relatively calm day-to-
day consciousness of being prepared for any disaster. The Year 2000 crisis aligns with the rise of 
prepping in a way that addresses errors in technological code and translates into a sense of 
confident preparedness in daily activity. Both “survivalist” and “prepper” touch on the ideas of 
preparing for a disaster, whether that means stockpiling, learning do-it-yourself techniques, or 
building a bomb shelter. Survivalism often connotes a level of unreasonable preparation 
bordering on absurdity, and prepping is assumed to be reasonable preparation that the average 
Joe engages. Self-reliant activities of survivalists include foraging, do-it-yourself projects, and 
homesteading. In an article documenting the impact of survivalist identity upon health, Allison 
Kabel and Catherine Chmidling note that “Preppers’ practice evacuation drills…’homesteading,’ 
and activities to further their sense of self-sufficiency.”99 This could mean stockpiling supplies 
for impending man-made societal collapse or curating step-by-step instructions for preparing an 
unusual food like kudzu. Preppers, according to “Survival Mom” blogger Lisa Bedford of 
Houston, are those who believe that simply being ready for a disaster - financial, natural, or 
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terrorist -- “is just common sense.”100 Despite Bedford’s definition, the term “prepper” has also 
risen to prominence as a way to evade the laughable and ridicule-ensuing connotations that come 
along with “survivalist.” There are hints of a more radical survivalism in the kudzu cookbooks, 
but for the most part they exude less radical preparation aesthetics. Additionally, it could be 
argued that cookbooks as a whole genre are a prepping-oriented,.101 I claim that activities like are 
DIY, homesteading, stockpiling, and having plans in case of emergency are forms of survivalism 
or prepping in order to read these kuduz cookbooks as in line with such aesthetics.  
Being a survivalist can take one in many directions. Mitchell makes the point that 
survivalism takes varied forms, whether one builds a $700,000 fortified retreat, lives in one’s 
parents’ basement while stocking up with “fourteen guns, six thousand rounds of ammunition, 
five goats, three sheep, a peacock, and five acres of retreat investment property, [or]scheming a 
life underground where volunteers would speak a new language and breed the next 
generation.”102 Some survivalists refer to the United States government as “‘terror squads of 
God-hating, communist henchmen and dupes.’”103 Antigovernment survivalist sentiment is 
echoed in the names for kudzu listed in Hoots and Baldwin’s Kudzu, the vine to love or hate as 
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one of the names for kudzu is “typical government gift.”104 The despicable kudzu is attributed to 
the government’s push to plant the vine, which Mitchell associates with survivalism.  
Mitchell also theorizes that survivalists are those who are able to answer “who shall 
create” in regards to the regeneration of humanity post-disaster.105 He says survivalists are those 
who “survivalists do not, metaphorically, covet a larger share of the cultural pie. They want 
something more and different. They want to express creativity, not achieve control. They want a 
job at the pie shop, writing the recipes, mixing the ingredients, and watching the oven. It is the 
imaginative work of culture crafting not the artifacts of culture to which survivalists are 
attracted.”106 There is an emphasis on the artistic nature of survivalism, as Mitchell expects 
survivalists to create a cultural future using what they have under their belts whenever their time 
comes. 
The distinction between “survivalist” and “prepper” comes directly from stereotypes. 
Those of the contemporary prepper movement aim to separate themselves from the stereotype of 
the survivalist, who has been depicted in popular culture as slightly nuts (to put it nicely). 
Identifying as a prepper is also associated with a post-2000 group of folks who began discussing 
methods for preparation after the Year 2000 problem, which noted a technological flaw as 
computers could not count above the year 1999.107 Founder of the American Preppers Network 
Tom Martin considers prepping “more of a reaction than a movement...There are so many 
variables and potential disasters out there, being a prepper is just a reaction to that potential.”108  
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It is notable that the both subcultures emphasize methods for survival in the case of any disaster, 
but are really only distinguishable through time period and a wish to not identify as a survivalist 
for the term’s connotation. The activities for fitting into either identification are broad because a 
disaster can range from a house fire to nuclear explosion. For both, survival in any catastrophe 
leans on self-reliance. 
The demographics of survivalism are exemplified in a 248-person survey of self-
identifying survivalists. The study found that “nine out of ten were male, three-quarters were 
married, and all but one were white” and “averaged two years of college” and were middle-
aged.109 This leaves survivalism as an overwhelmingly white male subculture. In the study 
Mitchell cites, On the other hand, the cookbooks give the impression that anyone could use 
kudzu to their advantage, and attempts at a form of inclusion not found in Mitchell’s form of 
survivalism. The cookbooks are also mostly published by women, which speaks to a 
differentiation between male and female survivalists – it looks like the women are still stuck in 
the kitchen after the apocalypse. Mitchell also argues that the overwhelming white and middle-
class attributes of survivalists are “unremarkable” and says that excepting education “these data 
would probably fit other commonplace groups—Midewestern state college department of 
sociology, for example.” It is more complex than Mitchell’s explanation to have white males 
dominating survivalist culture, as this fits with historical structures of white males at the pinnacle 
of human hierarchy. His normalization of such a societal structure illuminates a conservatism 
associated with radical survivalism. This is an important point to make in investigating the kudzu 
cookbooks as they are a product of this subculture that are mainly produced by women, and give 
voice to the radical survivalist women rather than survivalist white males.  
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Preppers insist that anyone can prep without the exclusionary expenses of building your 
own bulletproof shelter. “Survival Mom” Lisa Bedford calls out the majority of prepper blogs, 
using the adjectives “rigid and exclusionary” to describe a style of prepping that excludes people 
socioeconomically and through gender. Prepper blogs like the American Prepper Journal, 
Survivalist Blog, and Graywolf Survival are male-dominated, and don’t provide for the prepping 
she sees as sensible -- a style that provides for a group of people of varying ages and strengths. 
Bedford also makes note of how easy it is to prep, whether it is simply knowing how to use a 
paracord or making one’s own deodorant or, in the case of income worry, someone buys an extra 
month’s worth of food so later they will not have to ask, in Bedford’s words, “Do I buy groceries 
or do I pay the electric bill?”110 Prepping is a logical and pragmatic plan for an unanticipated 
future that is intended for a large audience of varying background, and eating kudzu falls in line 
with a “by the people, for the people” form of survivalism. In Kudzu Cuisine, Juanitta Baldwin 
mentions the accessibility of kudzu through the lens of Netka Green, who she says had “...of 
necessity, fed her family kudzu. After the necessity phase passed, kudzu cuisine became a hobby 
that she continued to the end of her life. Her work, and the delightful, unpretentious style of 
writing about it, is a treasure trove!”111 Baldwin suggests that anyone can use kudzu and can be 
used to live through the example of Green -- a mother who needed kudzu to feed her family in 
trying financial times, and succeeded. The role of class in eating kudzu plays on a prepper goal 
of being prepared for a financial disaster, and using kudzu Green was able to make that 
preparation a reality. 
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The aesthetic, in the sense of characteristics attributed to survivalist or prepper rhetoric, 
follows a back-to-earth sense of self-sufficiency reflected in publications like Mother Earth 
News (1970) or Whole Earth Catalog (1968). According to their website, Mother Earth News is 
“the most popular and longest-running sustainable-lifestyle magazine” and “is the definitive read 
for the growing number of Americans who choose wisely and live well.”112 With headlines like 
“After the storm, getting back on the horse,” “A right and wrong way to squat when giving 
birth,” and “How to cook kohlrabi and rosemary,” Mother Earth News fosters goals of a self-
made life through self-sufficiency as it advocates for do-it-yourself activities.113 In an article 
entitled “Prepping for Minor Emergencies,” modern homesteader Victoria Gazeley offers 
preparative tips for locking yourself out of a building or having someone to call in case of a 
medical emergency.114 In these terms, prepping includes day-to-day activities of knowing where 
the spare key is and communicating with loved ones as safety measures. Knowing how to use 
everything-but-the-squeal in terms of kudzu is another preparation measure that aligns with a 
“prepper” culture. The main Mother Earth News home page features a variety of section to take 
one to the desired part of the website, and some resonate with prepper actions as per the 
cookbooks like “DIY,” “Homesteading and Livestock,” “Organic Gardening,” “Natural Health,” 
and “Nature and Environment.” 115 
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Whole Earth Catalog, published consistently from 1968-1972 and pushed similar 
practices and explicitly states on their website’s history that the publication “[stood] with one 
foot firmly in the rugged individualism and back-to-the-land movements of the Sixties 
counterculture and the other in the nascent global community made possible by the Internet.”116 
In fitting into this aesthetic, the kudzu cookbooks fit into a narrative of back-to-nature 
aficionados. Their method for sustainably living is founded on the use of a plant that can be 
foraged. These cookbooks express a larger idea of self-sufficiency formed with kudzu as its main 
stalk, and branching out into other foods, everyday and wild, from this stance.  
          Kudzu is spoken of prophetically in Hoots and Baldwin’s Kudzu: the Vine to Love or 
Hate. They claim that “[b]efore long, the South may come to be viewed as a treasure trove 
bursting with ‘white gold’ just waiting to be harvested. When this day arrives, kudzu will have 
found its true home in America -- this time for real.”117 The book projects that kudzu eventually 
will be valued for its edible characteristics, but only when there is a push forcing people to turn 
to kudzu to satisfy rumbling stomachs. It also implies that the naturalization of kudzu will come 
when we need the vine to serve a purpose. This implies a cyclical nature with kudzu, as it was 
initially used and accepted in the South when needed for erosion control, but alienated when it 
began to take over the landscape. 
As Juanitta Baldwin elaborates in Kudzu Cuisine, “When famine struck, the Japanese 
would go to the kudzu patches and survive by eating it. In the event of a nuclear disaster, kudzu 
may save the people of the South, because kudzu roots grow deeper in the soil than nuclear 
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radiation is known to penetrate.”118 She elaborates further, warning against disaster: “Famine has 
not spread across our land, but there is no barrier against such a calamity. We have not suffered a 
nuclear disaster of great proportions, but that can happen in a world with lunatics running loose 
with nuclear know-how.”119 Her intent on describing her opinions on how quickly and easily the 
end of the world as we know it could happen is reflected in her choice to learn how to harvest 
and eat kudzu. Indeed, foraging and making plans to know how to eat kudzu could be beneficial, 
but given the low chance of the world ending, perhaps kudzu should just stay on roadsides.  
The kudzu cookbooks serve as reference guides for foraging and storing kudzu among 
pages of recipes. Juanitta Baldwin’s Kudzu Cuisine is solely a reference guide and cookbook that 
refrains from diving into the vine’s green-tinged history, but does discuss the appropriate and 
safest methods for entering the kudzu patch, retrieving a stash of leaves and flowers and 
returning unscathed. She instruct those entering the kudzu patch to, “ Wear shoes and socks that 
are made for rough outdoor terrain...rugged pants, a shirt with long sleeves, and a hat. Take a 
pair of cotton gloves with you...Take an ample supply of drinking water...a bucket, or basket, 
with a handle that fits comfortably over your arm, to hold the flowers you pick. Plastic bags are 
not suitable, because they are difficult to open to put the flowers in, and they hold heat, which 
hastens deterioration.”120 As far as instruction goes, Baldwin is blunt and, having made odysseys 
into patches herself, she’s learned the paths literal and figurative. This preparation and 
instruction to be used as reference for harvesting kudzu are specifically useful for using the vine 
immediately as well as in the long-term, making it appropriate for survivalist use. 
Patches of kudzu free from harmful chemicals are preferred. Hoots and Baldwin’s Kudzu: 
The Vine to Love or Hate says “Locate a growth of kudzu that you can ascertain has not been 
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sprayed with either herbicides or pesticides. Also, the kudzu should not be growing next to major 
highways where it is subjected to automobile exhaust pollution. Since kudzu is so abundant, 
these criteria are not difficult.”121 Simultaneously, Baldwin repeats this sentiment in Kudzu 
Cuisine with “If you do not own a kudzu patch, find one that you can ascertain has not been 
sprayed with herbicides or pesticides, and not subjected to heavy coatings of dust and/or 
automobile exhaust pollution. Determine who owns the patch and ask permission to harvest.”122 
From a different standpoint, Marsh’s Kudzu Cookbook just notes that one ought to “wash leaves 
thoroughly before using.”123 The food’s freedom from chemicals intends to be more natural or 
closer to the earth, but kudzu was generally planted along roadsides and embankments to halt 
erosion, so there is irregularity in understanding kudzu to be so abundant that it can be found 
untouched and pure from agricultural or mechanical chemicals. Clean kudzu is not as locatable 
as the cookbooks make it seem, and they touch on a back-to-nature idea as they attempt to eat 
kudzu au naturale.   
The mainstay of Shurtleff and Aoyagi’s The Book of Kudzu is a chapter vividly 
describing the process of making kudzu root powder. There is also inclusion of how to make 
your own kudzu noodles, which are similar to rice noodles. Made with kudzu powder, they are 
created with the first step of digging up a taproot oneself, then drying and grinding the root into a 
powder so it can be moistened and molded into noodles. The process starts from the root being in 
the ground and finishes with a complete dish. As a reference tool, having the step-by-step 
process from beginning to end functions in a do-it-yourself prepping style.124 
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The Book of Kudzu also features a chapter on kudzu for healing purposes, adding to the 
vine’s use as a culinary tool. According to the book, teas and creams made from kudzu are 
expected to cure anything from “overconsumption of sweets” to gonorrhea to smallpox.125 In any 
survival situation, kudzu could double as a medicine and a food. Kudzu as a healthy food is 
highlighted as it is a green and particularly useful for its obviousness in the southern landscape. 
The vine is purported as a “cure-all,” and its usefulness is furthered as a crucial part of health. 126 
In being a health resource, kudzu is converted from simply sustenance to a health product, fitting 
into a prepping activity as knowing how to use kudzu for medicine. It is suspicious that kudzu is 
able to treat so many ailments, and is doubtful that kudzu itself has the main impact when 
treating such ailments.  
         Despite the calls to arms made in the cookbooks, Carole Marsh’s Kudzu Cookbook often 
contradicts a self-sufficient narrative. Unlike the detailed description of making kudzu powder 
provided in the other cookbooks, Marsh takes a different stance, focusing on incorporating kudzu 
into southern cuisine and nearly mocks the DIY attitude of other kudzu consumers. She states in 
regards to making kudzu powder: “Of course, you could make your own, but the recipe starts 
out, ‘Take a shovel or hoe…’ so you may prefer to take the easy route, especially since home 
kudzu powder production is a winter activity.”127 Marsh’s pointed criticism of the necessary 
labor needed to producing kudzu powder oneself diminishes the idea self-sufficient necessity 
instilled in the other cookbooks’ considerations of digging up kudzu roots to make powder. 
However, Marsh does continue to describe how to make kudzu powder the hard way despite the 
tone of ridicule. Her method of prefacing the manual labor process of producing one’s own food 
degrades and dismisses the process of making one’s own food from the ground up, which is a 
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fundamental idea behind prepping for an emergency. This also serves to solidify difference 
between Marsh and other cookbook writers, specifically Hoots and Baldwin who resemble a 
hardcore prepping style of kudzu cuisine.  
In addition to using kudzu for food, it can also be used be used to make cloth or weave 
baskets. The Book of Kudzu dedicates a section to “weaving with kudzu,” and intends to 
demonstrate how kudzu textiles are made.128 In a prepping world, knowing how to make this 
fabric would be functional in a survival situation. Kudzu, the Vine to Love or Hate by Hoots and 
Baldwin also features a section on crafts that can be made from woody dried kudzu vines or 
turning the fibers into fabric.129 Using kudzu outside of cuisine continues to fit into a survivalist 
culture, and prepares those who have a well-rounded understanding of the vine’s uses make 
kudzu a useful plant.  
Seeing kudzu cuisine as survivalist consumption is made specifically southern as it makes 
use of the American South-oriented kudzu. It is made into a useful plant, and in its consumption 
becomes an expression of place and culture. Playing into its failure, it could be said that kudzu 
has not been a hit with the food world, and will continue not to, unless the world as we know it 
comes to an end.  
In this chapter I have compared the discourse and goals of the cookbooks to survivalist 
aesthetics considering the activities of prepping and survivalists to be found in the cookbooks. 
The cookbooks offer aesthetics similar to back-to-nature publications, furthering their sense of 
attempting to connect with a movement that turns to what is available should famine of any kind 
occur. Simultaneously, the cookbooks authors’ logic is sometimes flawed when making points 
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about using kudzu when it might not function well in a real-world situation given the plant’s 
seasonality and taste.  
The next chapter examines the intersection of southern cuisine and kudzu. The 
cookbooks contextualize kudzu in dishes that related to stereotypical perceptions of kudzu. 
Beyond ascribing to a survivalist aesthetic in their pages, the cookbooks touch on southern 
aesthetics acquired from the consumption of kudzu.  
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Chapter 3: Kudzu as regional symbolic capital in southern foodways 
“Kudzu is a member of the leguminosae (fabaceae) family of plants, commonly called the 
pea family,” says Carole Marsh in the Kudzu Cookbook. “Kudzu and black eyed pea, prized for 
bringing good luck to those who eat it on New Year’s Day, are cousins.” Guilt by association 
turns into pride by association in Marsh’s terms as kudzu is given more value through its relation 
to the more popular black-eyed pea. According to food scholar Jessica B. Harris, “few foods are 
more connected with African-Americans and with the South” than black-eyed peas.130 As kudzu 
is linked to black-eyed peas, it is associated with another symbol of regional cuisine. By 
association, Marsh’s relationship of kudzu and the black-eyed pea point to kudzu’s southernness.  
In his essay “When an Exotic Becomes Native: Taming, Naming, and Kudzu as Regional 
Symbolic Capital” published in 2015 in Southeastern Geographer, Alderman argues that people 
use the word “kudzu” to “identify themselves and the South” using a geographical study of 
naming businesses and streets. He says that those using kudzu to symbolize southern, business 
owners and street namers employ “regional symbolic capital” as they use “the kudzu name to 
confer a sense of regional distinction that will connect with and attract customers rather than 
drive them away.”131 A key part of his argument is the assimilation of kudzu, a foreign invasive 
plant, into a southern cultural identity as a “native symbol.”132 He concludes that kudzu has 
transitioned from an Asian vine to a tangled reference to southern culture, noting that kudzu 
naming practices speak “powerfully to how humans work to tame or reconstruct the meaning of 
a natural organism, assimilate it into their conceptions of regional identity, and market it as 
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symbolic capital to a public seeking social and place distinction.”133 Studying kudzu foodways 
expands on Alderman’s approach. Eating the vine is a marker of southernness as exemplified by 
these cookbooks and current culinary uses of kudzu. I argue in the upcoming chapter that the 
kudzu cookbooks offer a way to consume southernness in eating kudzu and its meal pairings. 
Though kudzu does not significantly boost the nutritional value of dishes, it increases cultural 
value as a way to align eating habits with the southern landscape.  
This is not to make an effort to fit kudzu into the canon of southern food. Rather, it 
establishes culinary kudzu as a green failure. Cookbooks make knowledge of how to use the vine 
accessible to a large audience, reaching beyond oral tradition in hopes of creating a twining and 
vining tradition using kudzu, but these cookbooks did not catch on. Kudzu is part of the southern 
landscape -- not the southern food landscape. It isn’t kudzu that Beyoncé has in her bag giving 
her swag in her 2016 “Formation” video, a pointed failure of kudzu in foodways. I would argue 
that kudzu in 2016 has failed to make an imprint on southern culture as a whole.134 Its failure, 
despite ease-of-access and importance in the coming apocalypse, speaks to how the vine fits into 
the landscape, but not southern food culture. 
Reasons for eating kudzu range widely, touching on the benefits of using an abundant 
“cure-all” plant to celebrating something identified with the South, to encouraging eating your 
greens. In the cookbooks, all reasons are accompanied by the repeated caveat that kudzu ought 
not to be a novelty food. As Hoots and Baldwin’s Kudzu, the Vine to Love or Hate states in a 
portion written directly by Hoots, “Kudzu leaves are novelty item but should not be. There is a 
plentiful supply. My advice is to try it as a new food -- you’ll like it.”135 They point out that its 
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supply is large compared to the demand for the plant, and though kudzu is not a novelty in the 
southern landscape it is a novelty in the southern foodscape. Being an unusual inclusion in 
foodways, kudzu makes memorable dishes for their use of a southern thing. To use a phrase 
coined by April McGreger in her Farmer’s Daughter preserving company to describe how her 
canned goods fit into southern foodways as “in conversation with tradition.”136 I would elaborate 
to say these foods are “in conversation” with southern identities because of the use of kudzu. The 
idea of kudzu cuisine being “in conversation with tradition” allows for foods produced using the 
vine to be contextualized as southern through surrounding foods. This builds on Alderman’s 
interpretation of regional symbolic capital as it translates to food studies.137 
Making a blatant reference to kudzu’s southernness, Diane Hoots claims “kudzu festivals 
and Kudzu Balls are Southern creations. Why a festival, or ball, to celebrate the vine holding the 
record for less than flattering nicknames? ‘Why not?’ ask festival organizers. It’s a way to turn 
frustration into fun. You celebrate what you have -- cherry blossoms, apples, ice. We have 
kudzu.”138 Using kudzu, in the opinion of Hoots and Baldwin, is making reasonable use of a 
southern thing -- it is an accessible tool for craft and culinary endeavors, and using it transforms 
a botanical annoyance a dish on the table. Assuming “we” means southerners, they imply that 
kudzu belongs to southerners, perpetuating the notion that kudzu is directly associated with the 
South. Additionally, it allows for southern cultural creation whether that creativity grows at a 
kudzu festival or on the kitchen table. 
Kudzu is extraordinary for its cultural meaning in the South, but its nutrient content of 
near equivalent to any other leafy green. Marsh translates this into using kudzu like any other 
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green, saying “While kudzu should grow on you (perhaps literally?!) to be a year-round favorite, 
here’s a recipe akin to cooking any ‘mess of greens’ that will enhance any holiday meal.”139 
Thus, kudzu is integrated into the southern tradition of greens and cornbread, a combination 
made quintessentially southern through its “traditional” pairings. The other foods surrounding 
kudzu on a plate, in the case of Marsh’s Kudzu Cookbook, are key in situating kudzu in southern 
foodways. Comparing kudzu leaves to a mess of greens inspires tossing the greens into a pot 
with ham hocks in a traditional way of cooking greens. It is to be noted that kudzu could not be 
eaten year round because of its dormancy from fall to spring, and winter holiday tables would 
have to replace kudzu with a green like collards. Since collards are on the table already, it is hard 
to replace them with kudzu when its foliage probably won’t be available in the winter.  
As for the blossoms, their grape-like fragrance is a source of enjoyment. Baldwin’s 
Kudzu Cuisine says “Kudzu blossoms appear delicate, but are sturdy. To enjoy a beautiful kudzu 
bouquet for days, clip kudzu vines hosting the long racemes of wisteria-like flowers. Place the 
vines in a tall vase filled with water, and out of direct sunlight. A soft fragrance will fill your 
home.”140 Within this message are instructions to bring kudzu into your home as an emblem of 
the southern landscape outside. Bringing the blossoms from the outdoors in brings a piece of 
southern landscape into the home. Making kudzu a garnish for the indoors, in a vase or on the 
table, is an act of bringing an icon of southern landscape into the home and body. In this case, the 
use of kudzu directly identifies with the South through its botanical landscape, and bringing 
those blooms into the home or into the mouth solidifies a sense of southernness. Baldwin goes 
further, saying “Fresh blossoms are delicious as well as decorative. After all your labor in the 
kudzu patch, you probably need a snack. Spread cream cheese or peanut butter on a couple of 
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your favorite crackers and garnish with fresh kudzu blossoms and tiny kudzu leaves.”141 Kudzu 
blossoms are used as a form of sweet-smelling sustenance after the harvest, and eating the kudzu 
blossoms or leaves brings the outdoors into body – a consumption of southern landscape. 
Bringing the blossoms indoors or into body converses with kudzu as it is expected to be and stay 
outside, and brings part of the southern landscape in.  
 Some of the recipes go a little too far with their attempt to make kudzu reflect a southern 
meal. Marsh instructs, “Wash tender kudzu leaves, shoots and flowers. Drain well and chill. Toss 
with light coating of chilled barbecue sauce. Dust with sassafras. Serve cold with the hot ribs and 
thick slabs of homemade white bread and real butter.”142 People seem to think southerners fry 
everything, but according to this recipe, southerners put barbecue sauce on everything including 
kudzu. The context for consuming kudzu, in this particularly case, intends to include another 
southern food. In combining kudzu with other stereotypically southern foods, the cookbooks 
attempt to pull kudzu into the canon of southern foodways.   
The context for serving kudzu is crucial for an understanding of identifying it as a 
southern food. The Kudzu Cookbook elaborates on its standing at a dinner party: “The perfect 
Kudzert [dessert] after truly gourmet country kudzu is the Moon Pie. (C’mon, I dare you: Serve 
‘em on a silver tray at your next dinner party!)”143 Moon Pies galore, a southern party is to be 
had when the healthful kudzu accompanies the coal miner’s sugary, energy-providing snack.144 
The only thing missing is some RC Cola, though the combination is surely not a well-rounded 
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meal. As she incorporates kudzu into party hors d’oeuvres, she brings in another typical southern 
snack to welcome kudzu leaves to the gathering of southern foods, making kudzu a symbol of 
the outdoor South as well as inviting kudzu dishes to a shared table.  
The persistence of one recipe is notable. In the Kudzu Cookbook, Carole Marsh lists a 
recipe for “Baked Sweet Georgia Vidalia Onions & Kudzu,” wherein Vidalia onions only grown 
in Georgia and the renowned state vegetable are peeled, cut and stuffed with butter and 
seasoning before wrapped in kudzu leaves and baked.145 It is notably repeated in the recently 
published The Southerner’s Handbook, a “guide to living the good life” compiled by the editors 
of Garden and Gun.146 It repeats the recipe word for word, and notes that it was originally 
published by Marsh. A continuing recipe means that people are using it, and in the case of 
“Baked Sweet Georgia Vidalia Onions & Kudzu,” it identifies as a southern thing through 
mention of Georgia and kudzu, and has been perpetuated in cookbooks as a part of southern 
cuisine despite its kudzu oddity. Kudzu cookbooks sources have a life beyond their unmediated 
publication, and are still influential despite the ease of giving a kudzu cookbook as a gag gift.  
Kudzu use, as prescribed by the cookbooks, separates Asian and southern kudzu. 
Adamantly, Shurtleff and Aoyagi’s Book of Kudzu references its Asian uses and insists they be 
transferred to southern usage despite glaring differences in regions’ core cuisines. They do not 
draw a separation between Asian kudzu and southern kudzu besides to instruct for future use of 
kudzu in America. In this instruction they claim “the negative image kudzu has in America could 
be improved” if the same price were offered in America as in Japan; livestock farmers looked to 
use alternate fodders instead of corn, soybeans, oats and wheat “either in sympathy for the 
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milllions of people starving to death for the lack of these foods or because human demand for 
them makes their prices exorbitant”; and if “modern society were to reconsider the advantages of 
traditional organic agriculture…emerging ecological awareness of the dangers presented by 
agrichemicals may be a start.”147 In making demands of what American must do to use kudzu as 
purposefully and beneficially as Asian countries do, Shurtleff and Aoyagi attempt to reconstruct 
Asian culture in southern terms, but their demands are also transferrable to other regions if only 
other regions had kudzu. Consumption of southern culture through kudzu is not particularly 
identifiable in The Book of Kudzu, but their recommendations perpetuate consuming kudzu as a 
way for the South to become more similar to Asian culture while acknowledging that kudzu 
occupies a different cultural space int eh South than it does in Asia.   
Carole Marsh’s Kudzu Cookbook critiques Asian use of kudzu in a nearly mocking way:  
Of course, you and your neighbors could do like they do in Japan and treat kudzu-powder 
making as an entrepreneurial enterprise. The tools called for include a hoe (or a 
backhoe!), backpacks (gotta bring it out alive!), large wooden tubs, poles and paddles, 
mallets (or jackhammers) and a bamboo colander. This is their pastime of choice, similar 
to southern American kudzu country mud runs and moonshining, tractor pulls and pig 
pickin’s. I wonder if they pick a Kudzu Queen?148 
Marsh frames her understanding of Japanese culture based on how they choose to use kudzu – 
with grueling labor and for profit. Saying that this for-profit labor is a recreational method for the 
Japanese correlating to tractor pulls and barbecues in the South dismisses the recreational 
activities of the Japanese, and creates a cultural “othering” through use of leisure time. Marsh 
does not quite grasp what she is claiming in differentiating the South from east Asia as the 
regions have similar climates, enabling kudzu’s growth and use in culinary endeavors. Perhaps 
more than any other cookbook passage, Marsh’s words draw a solid line between the two 
cultures as she attributes a working, money-making ideology to the Japanese and a fun-loving, 
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mud-covered leisurely lifestyle to southern culture exposed through the Japanese’s purported 
intensive use of kudzu.  
 Though trees for making your average cup of tea are not native to the South either, 
sweetened tea has become a part of a stereotypical southern table. In order to use kudzu, Marsh’s 
Kudzu Cookbook elaborates on tea made from kudzu, complete with sweetener: “A variety of 
teas can be made from the steeped purple blossoms of the kudzu flower. Pour boiling water on 
top of a gallon of fresh picked kudzu blossoms. Steep overnight and remove the new colorless 
petals. Mix the reddish purple liquid with white grape juice and a variety of herbal teas for a 
refreshingly different summer drink.”149 In the South, summer requires some refreshing drink in 
its generally hot and humid climate, but harvesting a gallon of kudzu blossoms is easily a day-
long adventure for that “ahh”-inducing cup. A kudzu tea is easily compared to the oft-referenced 
sweet tea as a mainstay of stereotypical southern food culture, but the kudzu is not part of our 
popular perception of a sweet tea ingredient.  
 
“Does the foot-a-nite vine make good beer?”: Kudzu beer at Fullsteam Brewery 
Durham, North Carolinan’s Fullsteam Brewery attempted to make a kudzu beer in 2009. 
In their series of blog posts on the not-so-fruitful attempt, brewer and owner Sean Lily Wilson 
says “Ever since we locked into our idea of creating a distinctly Southern beer style, we knew we 
wanted to figure out if kudzu could be a part of our story and product mix.”150 He makes the 
point that using kudzu in the beer would translate as an emblem of the South, and hence a 
southern beer make. But alas, no 2016 kudzu brews or brewhahas.  
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In the six-day series of posts, Lily Wilson pokes more fun than seriousness about eating 
kudzu. He claims kudzu is “amazing” for its alleged cure-all powers, but rightfully discounts 
kudzu’s health benefits claims as few scientific studies have been performed. The main 
conclusive study about kudzu for curbing alcohol use showed that those taking kudzu powder 
pills “drank an average of 1.8 beers per session, compared with the 3.5 beers consumed by those 
who took a placebo.”151 Again, kudzu appears promising, but study leader Scott Lukas 
“speculated that kudzu increases blood alcohol levels and speeds up [the alcohol’s] effects,” 
making people stop drinking before others.152 He also criticizes the vine’s health potential, he 
references the goofiest benefits including making women’s breasts bigger, halting binge drinking 
when flavorless kudzu powder is administered to a teenagers food, and healing sudden 
deafness.153 As they border on the absurd, these health-oriented reasons for eating kudzu do not 
reflect Lily Wilson’s reasoning for using the vine as an “emblem of the South” and in eating it 
there is a southern experience that is “not just about the taste” for health purposes, but is about 
the taste of place.154 
The final statements made on the Fullsteam blog say that kudzu flowers “show promise,” 
but the beer tasted more like honeysuckle than kudzu blooms.155 Day six’s blog post tells of Lily 
Wilson attempting to dig up a kudzu root himself, and ending his day with a small root chunk 
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and “5,204 chigger bites.”156 The brewery has dropped the potential for making kudzu beer 
because the roots are too difficult to obtain, and have vowed to restart the endeavor when they 
are able to secure kudzu roots easily.157 He concludes the series praising “all the other mad 
scientist homebrewers out there who are pushing the boundaries of beer.”158 Eating kudzu has 
not succeeded because there is not an infrastructure in place to make the root, leaf and bloom 
easily accessible, and partially for this reason kudzu remains a novelty food. Lily Wilson is 
deeply a chef, and even he has not been able to make kudzu work though he could make kudzu 
function as a markedly southern food.  
I myself have not eaten kudzu besides my 2014 kudzu jelly dabbling. At one point, I 
would have said I was not going to eat it and would never be inspired to as I punched the keys of 
my computer to write this thesis. However, I have been convinced that it is a food at least worth 
trying. The idea of a southern food that is local and currently not able to be reproduced in other 
areas is appealing both for its hyper-local food sense and the continued novelty of eating kudzu 
is almost comparable to trying a food so spicy you have to sign a waiver before eating a 
spoonful. Eating kudzu is still living on the wild side, but I will be first in line for a kudzu beer, 
and am ready to pounce when the kudzu patch I can see from my porch starts to turn green again. 
The extreme seasonality of kudzu that is not mentioned in so starkly in the cookbooks is 
glaringly obvious to me as I still have not benefitted from the rumored hangover cure.  
In answering what southern identity is through the text of these cookbooks, we find 
variance appropriate for ascribing to any culture. There is no one southern culture in eating 
kudzu, and kudzu puts up borders in southern foodways physically through its mainly southern 
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distribution and in creating culinary outliers that, as Lily Wilson said, “push the boundaries of 
beer,” and I would add, the boundaries of southern cuisine. The aesthetics of a contemporary 
southern culture that Lily Wilson puts forth contest the separate Marsh made between the South 
and Asia, enabling an expansive definition of southern culture through its performance.  
In the upcoming conclusion, I share the reason I became interested in writing about 
kudzu and contest the argument that kudzu never really ate the South. I intend to shed insight 
into the culinary future of kudzu.  
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Conclusion: The Vine that Didn’t Really Eat the South, Yet 
 My grandparents visit every year for Christmas, and my grandmother is intent on making 
sure my brother and I hear her and our families’ stories every year. Usually she’ll speak with 
great physical demonstration across the kitchen table, her green eyes gleaming through make-up 
and her withering ponytail shaking. Last Christmas, a story started with a question: “Well, you 
know that Hayes family in Asheville brought kudzu to the South, right?” 
 According to my grandparents’ tag-team storytelling, one grouping of Hayes’ lived in 
Franklin, North Carolina, a town west of Asheville in the early twentieth century. My 
grandfather’s grandfather Rutherford Platt Hayes—son of US president Rutherford B. Hayes—
imported kudzu and was entrenched in soil conservation politics as he participated in efforts to 
preserve the highest peak this side of the Mississippi, Mount Mitchell. To save the mountains 
from erosion, he encouraged planting kudzu all over the mountain – probably with a helping 
hand from the Soil Conservation Service.  From there, my grandmother claimed, kudzu spread to 
the rest of the South.159 She finalized a later retelling of the tale with “everyone in the South 
hates the Hayes’ if they know the story…but it does stop soil erosion.”160 Despite my 
grandmother’s understanding that kudzu is so virulently hated that anyone who knew this family 
story would reflect poorly on our family name, it does not account for the wider movement to 
plant kudzu and save the South. 
Though this family story is, for the most part, true, it does not note that many folks were 
planting kudzu at the time, and that the Hayes family was part of a movement to get the vine 
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going. Luckily, we were not the sole culprits in the establishment of a plant that did, for a period 
of time, eat the South.  
 Cultural understandings of kudzu were recently turned on their head with Bill Finch’s  
“The True Story of Kudzu, the Vine That Never Truly Ate the South.” [publication date] Lead 
horticulture and science advisor to the Mobile Botanical Gardens in Alabama and garden 
columnist for the Alabama Press-Register argues in the Smithsonian Magazine that kudzu never 
ate the South and never will. Finch says that he “found it odd that kudzu [has] become a global 
symbol for the dangers of invasive species, yet somehow rarely posed a serious threat to the rich 
Southern landscapes [he] was trying to protect as a conservationist...The more I investigate, the 
more I recognize that kudzu’s place in the popular imagination reveals as much about the power 
of American mythmaking, and the distorted way we see the natural world, as it does about the 
vine’s threat to the countryside.”161 The data backs his words, as scientific surveys have found 
that kudzu covers about 227,000 acres of forestland rather than the purported seven to nine 
million acres.162 However, land not currently occupied by kudzu does not dissuade its popular 
perception as the vine that ate the South, if not in physical geography, then in culture.  
As I have shown through the perspective of kudzu cookbooks, the vine continues to be 
purported as a plant we will never be rid of. It distinguishes the South for its seasonality and 
inability to travel far, leading to a nearly penultimate southern ingredient. Kudzu foods are 
deeply placed in the South, and future kudzu culinary undertakings ought to function as ways to 
eat a local, southern product rather than a survivalist cuisine. Eating kudzu contests the 
globalization of southern culture. Latshaw continues, “at a time when southern identity is fragile 
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and the South is becoming increasingly ‘Americanized,’ its traditional foodways share the 
shpotential to bind southerners and to be an accessible medium to use in finding cohesion or 
creating a context for the celebration and performance of southern identity.”163 Kudzu’s specific 
southern growth spans the region, making it a prime candidate to embrace contemporary 
southern identity through foodways and hence retaining a sense of southern distinctiveness 
through the pluralities of the South. Using the plant means you must be geographically close to 
it, and southerners, who have access to long growing seasons, can make kudzu recipes just as 
prolifically as the vine grows for the purpose of cultivating southern identity.  
 Survivalist takes on eating kudzu radicalize and put the idea of eating kudzu even further 
off the table. This approach threatens the future rise again of kudzu as a food representative of a 
range of southern cultures that also makes room for shifting southern identity. Kicking a 
survivalist interpretation of kudzu opens the way for kudzu grub cultivating southern 
distinctiveness, through the decline of kudzu’s physical hold on the southern landscape. Eating 
the vine that ate the South is a method for cultivating southern identity. 
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Appendix A: Kudzu Cookbook Images 
 
 
Set 1: Images from Shurtleff, William and Akiko Aoyagi. The Book of Kudzu: A Culinary & 
Healing Guide. Wayne, N.J.: Avery Pub. Group, 1985. 
 
 
Photo 1. Cover, featuring man and goat in a kudzu patch. Covered words in top left corner read 
“13 Medicinal Preparations.” 
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Photo 2. Man holding kudzu root, p. 18. 
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Photo 3. Drawing of digging up roots for kudzu powder, p. 63. 
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Set 2: Images from Hoots, Diane and Juanitta Baldwin. Kudzu, the Vine to Love or Hate. Kodak, 
Tenn.: Suntop Press, 1996.  
 
Photo 1. Cover. 
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Photo 2. Kudzu Klass, p. 7. 
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Photo 3. “Good Ole Boyota” Illustration, p. 22 
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Set 3: Images from Marsh, Carole. The Kudzu Cookbook: Cooking Up a Storm with That Wild & 
Crazy Vine That Grows in Miles-per-hour. Decatur, Ga.: Podunk Pub., 1992. 
 
Photo 1. Cover. 
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Photo 2. Title page, p. 1. 
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Photo 3. Kudzu karate, p. 12. 
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Photo 4. Final page, p. 44.
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Set 4: Images from Baldwin, Juanitta. Kudzu Cuisine: Festive Cookery to Delight the 
Adventurous and Intrigue the Skeptics. Kodak, TN: Suntop Press, 2000.  
 
Photo 1. Cover.  
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Photo 2. Table of Contents, p.1. 
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Photo 3. “Enjoy You Kudzu Blossom Bounty,” p. 5 
 
 
 
 
